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It has been proved that the set of rotation symmetric Boolean functions (RSBFs) is abundant in cryptographically strong functions
with multiple criteria. In this study, we design two genetic algorithms and apply them to search for balanced RSBFs with high
nonlinearity. (e experimental results show that our methods can generate cryptographically strong Boolean functions with high
nonlinearity, 1-resilient functions, and optimal algebraic immunity. It shows that these functions have superiority from the view
point of practical application in cryptosystems compared with known ones which are obtained by other heuristics.

1. Introduction

As the basic nonlinear components, Boolean functions can
achieve the confusion and diffusion for ciphers (pp. 398–399
of [1]). When we apply them to cryptosystems, Boolean
functions should embrace excellent cryptographic proper-
ties, such as balancedness, correlation immunity, high
nonlinearity, high algebraic degree, and high algebraic
immunity. However, all such characteristics cannot be op-
timum at the same time, and trade-offs should be of con-
sideration. (erefore, constructions of Boolean functions
with compromise criteria are always a challenging open
problem [2, 3].

A metaheuristic is designed to generate an almost best
solution to an optimization problem with guidance between
local improvement and higher level strategies. In the liter-
ature, lots of papers used heuristic algorithms to search for
cryptographically important Boolean functions and several
long open problems had been solved [4–6]. Hill climbing
(HC) and genetic algorithm (GA) were firstly applied to
search for highly nonlinear Boolean functions in 1996 [7, 8]
by modifying the true table of a Boolean function. Because
the HC is a local search procedure and cannot generally
achieve global optimization, then global metaheuristics, such

as genetic algorithm, simulated annealing, ant colony, and
their hybridization with HC, have been presented to im-
prove the solutions between the conflicting cryptographic
criteria [9–12]. For example, in 1998, the authors introduced
a genetic algorithm combined with HC and found balanced
Boolean functions in 6, 8, and 10 variables with nonlinearity
greater than 2n− 1 − 2n/2 [9]. However, their method seems
not to be valid always for all situations.

Because rotation is a useful operator which can speed up
the performance of the ciphers and preserve the security at
the same time [13–15], recently, RSBFs have been attracted
to be researched because of their advantages in crypto-
graphic algorithms for the simple structure, fast speed, high
resource utilization, and their richness of cryptographically
significant Boolean functions [16–18]. We call a Boolean
function RS if its outputs are invariant under the input of the
cyclic shift. Using a steepest-descent-like algorithm, Kavut
et al. [4] have searched Boolean functions in 9 variables with
nonlinearity 241. (is led to solving an almost three-decade-
old open problem if there exist Boolean functions of 9
variables whose nonlinearity greater than bent concatena-
tion bound 240.

However, this algorithm cannot guarantee the balanc-
edness of Boolean functions. By applying simulated
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annealing (SA) to 9-variable RSBFs and with some algebraic
techniques, Liu and Youssef [6] constructed 10-variable
Boolean functions with algebraic degree 7, resiliency degree
2, and nonlinearity 488. (is result has answered the open
problem about the existence of such functions in [3]. Mo-
tivated by the previous work, searching for RSBFs with
multiple cryptographical properties should be further
investigated.

In this study, we generalize the traditional genetic al-
gorithm and apply it to search for balanced functions with
high nonlinearity in the class of RSBFs. (e experimental
results demonstrate our method can generate excellent
Boolean functions with high nonlinearity, 1-resilient func-
tions, and optimal algebraic immunity. We can also obtain
bent functions which have been applied widely in cryp-
tography, spread spectrum, coding theory, and combina-
torial design. It shows that these functions have superiority
from the point of practical application in cryptosystems
compared with known ones that are obtained by other
heuristics.We organize this paper as follows. In Section 2, we
introduce some preliminary definitions and useful results.
Section 3 describes the traditional genetic algorithm. Based
on this algorithm, we propose a modification of GA named
GA-reset. We also design an algorithm to generate balanced
RSBFs. A generality of GA-reset is presented when we
pursue the high nonlinearity of RSBF. By combining these
algorithms proposed in this paper, we have obtained ex-
cellent RSBFs with the variables of 8, 10, and 12. We give a
conclusion in Section 4.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Boolean Functions. Let GF(2)n be the n-dimensional
vector space over the finite field GF(2) � 0, 1{ }. Denote by ⊕
the addition operation over GF(2). Let 0 and 1 be the all-
zero vector and the all-one vector of GF(2)n, respectively.
An n-variable Boolean function f(x) can be represented
uniquely as an n-variable polynomial, called its algebraic
normal form (ANF). An n-variable Boolean function f(x),
where x � (x0, x1, . . . , xn−1) ∈ GF(2)n, is a mapping from
GF(2)n to GF(2), which can be represented uniquely as an
n-variable polynomial, called its algebraic normal form
(ANF):

f x0, x1, . . . , xn−1(  � ⊕
u∈GF(2)n

λu 

n−1

i�0
x

ui

i
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠, λu ∈ GF(2).

(1)

(e algebraic degree is defined as the number of variables
in the highest order product term with nonzero coefficient.
A Boolean function is said to be affine if its degree does not
exceed 1. (e set of all n-variable affine functions is denoted
by An. We call a function nonlinear if it is not in An. (e
Hamming weight wH(x) of a binary vector x ∈ GF(2)n is the
number of its nonzero coordinates, and the Hamming
weight wH(f) of a Boolean function f is the size of its
support x ∈ GF(2)n|f(x) � 1 . If wH(f) � 2n− 1, we call
f(x) balanced. LetBn denote the set of Boolean functions of
n variables. Given x, w ∈ GF(2)n with x � (x0, x1, . . . , xn−1),

w � (w0, w1, . . . , wn−1), let w · x be an inner product in
GF(2)n, for instance, the usual inner product
w0x0 + w1x1+, · · · , +wn−1xn−1. (en, the Walsh coefficients
for a Boolean function f(x) ∈Bn are the values of the real
valued function over GF(2)n defined by

Wf(w) � 
x∈GF(2)n

(−1)
f(x)⊕w·x

, for allw ∈ GF(2)
n
. (2)

(e Walsh spectrum of the Boolean function f is the set
of all the Walsh coefficients Wf(w).

For convenience, we use Wf instead of Wf(0). It is easy
to derive the following elementary identity:

Wf � 2n
− 2wH(f), (3)

and the well-known formula (see (. 2.17, p.13, of [2])

Nf � 2n− 1
−
1
2

max
w∈GF(2)n

Wf(w)


. (4)

Definition 1. Let n be even. A Boolean function on GF(2)n is
called a bent function if and only if its Walsh transform
satisfies

Wf(w) � ± 2n/2
, for allw ∈ GF(2)

n
. (5)

Definition 2. A Boolean function on GF(2)n is called
t-resilient if and only if its Walsh coefficients satisfied

Wf(w) � 0, for 0≤wH(w)≤ t, w ∈ GF(2)
n
. (6)

From Xiao–Messay theorem [19], the algebraic degree of
a t-resilient function f ∈Bn is at most n − t − 1. Let
x � (x0, x1, . . . , xn−1) ∈ GF(w)n. For 0≤ i, k≤ n − 1, we
define the left k-cyclic shift operator ρk

n acting on xi as
ρk

n(xi) � x(i+k)mod n (that is, ρk
n permutes the indices of co-

ordinates of x ).
We can extend the definition of ρk

n on tuples as follows:

ρk
n x0, x1, . . . , xn−1(  � ρk

n x0( , ρk
n x1( , . . . , ρk

n xn−1(  . (7)

Let Gn be the cyclic group of the permutation
ρk

n: 0≤ k≤ n − 1 , and we denote by

Gn x0, . . . , xn−1(  � ρk
n x0, . . . , xn−1( , 0≤ k≤ n − 1 , (8)

the orbit of (x0, x1, . . . , xn−1) under the action of Gn.
It is obvious that Gn(x1, x2, . . . , xn) generates a partition

of the vector space GF(2)n. It is shown in [20] that the
number of orbits of GF(2)n is exactly

gn �
1
n


t|n

ϕ(t)2n/t
, (9)

where ϕ is Euler’s function.

2.2. Related Work. (e term genetic algorithm (GA) was
first used by John Holland in 1995 based on Darwinian
evolution theory. Followed by Spillman [21] and Clark [22],
it was shown that GA has been successfully applied in
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cryptanalysis of classical ciphers and modern ciphers
[8, 9, 23, 24]. In evolution of Boolean functions, Millan et al.
[7, 8] firstly applied GA to find Boolean functions with high
nonlinearity. By introducing a resetting step, they combined
GA with HC and obtained balanced Boolean functions with
high nonlinearity [8]. However, most of the previous work
applied several fitness functions to obtain Boolean functions
with multiple cryptographical criteria. In this study, we
will show that one can obtain cryptographically strong
Boolean function by using the fitness function defined in
step (2) of Algorithm 1.

GAs is inspired by bio-operators such as mutation,
crossover, and selection. It usually starts from a sample of
individuals which is generated randomly. In each iteration,
there is an iterative process with the sample, which is called a
generation. In a genetic algorithm, the sample with candidate
solutions (i.e., individuals) is expected to evolve toward
better solutions. For more details, see [25].

3. Searching for Cryptographically
Strong RSBFs

We represent the individuals as truth tables of Boolean
functions. However, when the search space is restricted to
the class of RSBFs, each orbit indicates a gene and the length
of the crossover is equal to the number of the orbits. If a bit
in the truth table of an RSBF is changed, then it means that
all outputs corresponding to an orbit should be changed to
obtain another RSBF. Take 10-variable RSBFs as an example.
(ere are g10 � 108 orbits of GF(2)n; we list them in Table 1.

(e genetic algorithm searching for RSBFs is designed as
Algorithm 1.

Remark 1. (e function in step (2) was first proposed by
[26] to measure the cryptographical stability of a Boolean
function. Kavut et al. make use of it in their steepest-descent-
like iterative algorithm and find RSBFs in 9 variables with
nonlinearity 241 [4]. Because this fitness function minimizes
the squared distance of a Boolean function with even
number of variables to bent functions in terms of Walsh
spectra, therefore, we can expect a highly nonlinear RSBF
with theminimum of it. By experiments, we found that when
the initial population size is 30, the efficiency of the algo-
rithm and the scale of the solutions have the best trade-off.

3.1. A Modification of GA-Rest. In the previous algorithm,
the “child” solution produced by the “parents” solutions
with the genetic operators, crossover and mutation, is
generally not a balanced RSBF. (erefore, we improve it as
Algorithm 2. Let p1 and p2 be the parent n-variable balanced
RSBFs and d(p1, p2) be the Hamming distance of p1 and p2.
Denote by c the child bred by p1 and p2. Let n1 be the
number of 1 of the truth table of c restricted to the indexes
such that the parents bits are different. (e objective of the
algorithm is to generate a balanced RSBF such that
n1 � d(p1, p2). Note that all entries corresponding to an
orbit should be changed to obtain another RSBF if one bit of
the truth table of an RSBF is complemented.

Remark 2. Note that the complementing truth table of a
Boolean function does not change its nonlinearity.(e check
in Step 2 of Algorithm 2 is to ensure that only the parents
who are close to each other are allowed to breed. (e checks
in Steps 9 and 12 are used to force the child RSBF to be
balanced. Experimental results show that these modifica-
tions are benefit for obtaining better solutions.

3.2. Results and Discussion. Denote by (n, m, d, Nf, AI) the
profile of a Boolean function as the number of its input
variable, resiliency order, algebraic degree, nonlinearity, and
algebraic immunity. Particularly, we denote by
(n, −1, d, Nf, AI) and by (n, 0, d, Nf, AI) the unbalanced
functions and the balanced functions, respectively. In this
section, we perform the traditional GA and GA-rest to
search RSBFs with 10 variables to determine which algo-
rithm is better. By programming the traditional GA, the
highest nonlinearity of the RSBFs achieved is 484, and it is
balanced, but it is not resilient. Meantime, we have obtained
many RSBFs with (10, 1, −, 480, 5). We present its truth table
in a hexadecimal format.

By programming GA-reset, we have found balanced
RSBFs with nonlinearity 486, which are higher than the
results generated by the traditional GA. And also, we have
obtained RSBFs with (10, 1, 8, 484, 5).(e following is one of
the examples:

E8959332C75B1A1CA07E32CF03DD03A0 8C546EB94B
58E1BF540EF7E7551B8C51 90E133307CA9DFC620CF32C1
FD029BAF 776455ADBA2AA86A633653CED1E076468754
BD460E4B1F102EA59C97E2FBF52D 4954E1FA0B49F053F
AF3400896DAD8EA 3E7A297423678DF39E9C19CDCD806
CC8 6C1E1B3D665BB0A8A657AD402F383469.

We collect the best results of the two algorithms in
Table 2.

(e results show that though the efficiency of GA-reset is
lower than GA, the solutions obtained are better than that of
GA. It seems that the efficiency of GA-reset and converge of
the solutions is in a reasonable trade-off between them.

3.3. Searching for RSBF with High Nonlinearity. If we extend
the “generic operators” in Algorithm 1 to all pairs of the
current generations, then the algorithm can converge
quickly to bent functions. In searching for the class of 10-
variable RSBFs, it takes 1′45″34 to obtain bent functions.
Most of them are with optimal algebraic immunity. (at
constructing bent function with optimal algebraic immunity
has always been an open problem until the method present
in [27]. (is shows that the new algorithm converges to
global optimal solutions targeting nonlinearity. Together
with Algorithm 2, we can search balanced RSBFs with the
highest nonlinearity compared with the known algorithms.
We state it in Algorithm 3.

Remark 3. It shows that though the efficiency is lower than
previous algorithms, we can generate a bent RSBF within an
acceptable time. Together with Algorithm 2, we can generate
balanced RSBFs with strongly cryptographical properties.

Security and Communication Networks 3



Table 1: (e orbits of GF(2)10.

(e length of the orbit (e number of the orbits
1 2
2 1
5 6
10 99

Input: Two RSBFs
Output: A balanced RSBF

(1) int n1 � 0, k � 0
(2) if d(p1, p2)> 2n− 1 then
(3) for i � 1 to gn do
(4) p1[i] � p1[i] + 1;
(5) end for
(6) end if
(7) for i � 1 to gn do
(8) if p1[i] � p2[i] then
(9) c[i] � p1[i]

(10) else
(11) if n1 � d(p1, p2)/2 then
(12) c[i] � 0
(13) else
(14) if n1 + d(p1, p2) − k � d(p1, p2)/2 then
(15) c[i] � 1;
(16) else c[i] is randomly equal to 0 or 1.
(17) k � k + 1;
(18) if c[i] � 1 then
(19) n1 � n1 + gn,i.
(20) end if
(21) end if
(22) end if
(23) end if
(24) end for return c.

ALGORITHM 2: Generation of a balanced RSBF.

(1) Initialization. To be balanced.
(2) Fitness function. Let the fitness function be
Fitness � −ω∈GF(2)n (W2

f(ω) − 2n)2

(3) Genetic operators

−Two-point crossover. (e two crossover points (potential solution) are chosen randomly on the parent truth tables of the
rotation symmetric functions (RSTTs). All bits between these two points are swapped between the parents, rendering two child
RSTTs.
−Mutation.(e purpose of mutation in GAs is introducing diversity. According to the mutation probability pm, we chose some
orbits of the RSTT and complete it. We checked the efficiency of the algorithm for the mutation probability of 0.2, 0.1, and 0.05
and found that when pm � 0.05, the output is optimum.
−Selection.(efitness function is evaluated for each individual and then the fitness values are normalized. For the kth individual
with fitness value fk, then its probability of being selected is pi � fi/

N
j�1 fj, where N is the number of individuals in the

population. Compute the cumulative probability distribution Fk � 
k
i�1 pk and generate a uniform random number ξk ranging in

[0, 1); then, the kth individual is selected if Fk−1 ≤ ξk <Fk.

(4) Resetting. As in [9], we add the resetting step to the traditional GAs. (at is, if the fitness of the best solution cannot be improved
after a number of iterations, then we retain the best solution and randomly generate N − 1 balanced RSBFs.

(5) Termination. Because of the randomness of GAs, there must be enough iterations so that the solutions can be convergent. (us,
we assign the number of iterations to be 100,000.

ALGORITHM 1: GA-reset.
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In the remainder of this section, we apply Algorithm 3 to
search for 8, 10, and 12-variable RSBFs and the maximum
number of the iterations 100,000. We get RSBFs with
(12, −1, 10, 1998, 6). (ey cannot be linearly transformed to
balanced functions since there is no zero in their Walsh
spectra. However, we find RSBFs which are
(12, 0, 10, 1996, 6) [8, 9] and there are 76 zeroes in its Walsh
spectrum, which can be linearly transformed to 1-resilient
functions[10]. We also find RSBFs which are
(12, 1, 10, 1992, 6) and one of Algorithms 2 and 3 of the
examples is in Section Appendix.

We collect and compare the known results obtained by
heuristics in Table 3.

4. Conclusion

Rotation symmetric Boolean functions have an advantage in
cryptosystems since they can be described lightly. In this
study, we search for balanced RSBF with excellent crypto-
graphical properties by designing heuristic algorithms. (e
experimental results have proved that there is a reasonable
trade-off between the efficiency of our algorithms and the
convergence of the RSBFs. Bent functions can also be
generated by the algorithm. By programming the algorithms
shown in this study, we have obtained excellent RSBFs with

the variables of 8, 10, and 12. (is strategy is shown to be
significantly superior to some known algorithms.

Appendix

(e truth table of (12, 1, 10, 1992, 5) is in the hexa-
decimal format.
FA8D84A6C1318C79B4021A4291B03A83CF75401846
CD751CD6429E154BDD
941BA0FA2F76705507C4752D F1F27E6247B4B27D65
58D3AD4632258FF7E7D
361128E8910EECC5DBE7A3 C3A142362006BA0342E
324CB3BF16EE5C2AFD79
19312BDE348F1D2EA738273784 A75EDDA3752D5F
485927C5BEAB2FA82AA71
A7843064D81A895864200F8FDE5B427B7DAED3E9C
5FA10FD912214C5F380D
55157CDE9D104A7058B D5B5C60F1DF4A9BAE1268
ACE872B159C8EEA27FC24
3930F5609CAF3EC1B3485A E53B75CB9D92A4FC15
D7B4A6A90608D6E66FDF6
A3894B3E3218F762BE31D522925D6EA4269FE9998A
58BFDC9158C9CD6F13D
D6EC0641B113D60F 680578D91C322952D60 485441
BF 84A BF6E8679F650C3E
CF3AF3DCE8B64FBCD3A433FB D94214AAF6C6461
8090624A576AE0FD551E637
2343723EF1F3F8D3B6130034 C92B107280CFB637 CB
66F13D41AF43F7EE748C
C7DE8DF8524828C5D8A0F8953E18DA5632D7E5D 0
B9FD88483AAFE119644F865

Table 2: Comparison of the experimental results of the traditional GA and GA-reset in 100,000 rounds.

Evolutionary algorithm (e phase (e nonlinearity Balancedness
GA 0′15″46 484 True
GA-reset 0′30″58 486 True

Input: (e maximum number of iteration MAXITER � 300, 000.
Output: Cryptographically strong balanced RSBFs
(1) Generate a set of N balanced RSBFs (represented by RSTT) and calculate the fitness function of each individual. Call this set S0.
(2) for i� 1 to MAXITER do:
(3) for all N(N − 1)/2 pairs of the set Si − 1 do
(4) Perform Algorithm 1 to produce N(N − 1)/2 offsprings and compute their values of the fitness function.
(5) Combine the offspring in the present set, Si − 1, and choose the best N individuals as the new set, Si.
(6) Delete duplicate solutions.
(7) if the fitness of the best solution does not decrease after a number of iterations then
(8) Retain the best solution and generate P − 1 randomly balanced RSBFs as the remainder of the set.
(9) end if
(10) end for
(11) end for
(12) return the best solution from the current set.

ALGORITHM 3: Generation of GA-reset.

Table 3: Comparison of the nonlinearity of balanced Boolean
functions.

Method 8 10 12
2n− 1 − 2n/2 118 480 1984
GA&HC [8, 9] 116 484 1976
SA&HC [10] 116 486 1992
Algorithms 2 and 3 116 488 1996

Security and Communication Networks 5



F04FA227950C7E5C9BB5FA8A5578E0 F35907 388E9
721E8B7B26B4DE86B6D25D
D860EAA41223E23FDA719C6DDCD6506914C0B67 9
AD7939FAE2BE3CC80BC0C764
CE4FBC5F084395AB2F2C0DCBB95 F03F2374D0 9C6
1D26E26CFC8824187CD6BEEC
9686D3D5C866818BAAB6F097132 395F1C7B1A728A
E024EE6A62DF8A1106C7517
DB53020AA23C14AF7DD000663FC0A78316
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